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     Rental Prices 

  	
    		
How to find the cost


You can always find out what your motorhome will cost by going to our ‘QUOTATIONS’ panel, putting in your city and dates and vehicle, and adding in the options such as kits and generator. Or speak to one of our 'motorhome experts' who have been selling motorhome rentals for as long as they can remember! They will take the details and email you your quotation.


Your quote will be valid until 6pm on the Friday of the same week. The price you pay depends on when you make your booking and not on the date you plan to travel - that is why it is important to make you're booking early. The daily price you will pay for any Cruise America vehicle on the fleet in the USA and Canada is flexible; prices change every Friday evening according to bookings made during that week. 


You can make comparisons between pick up city, vehicle, and dates yourself online in the quote area or our consultants will be able to help you compare cities, vehicle sizes, dates and prices.


These are the things you might want to keep in mind:



	It may be cheaper for you to pick up on Monday rather than the previous Saturday.
	A week earlier or a week later might make all the difference.
	Choosing a different pick up city may make a difference; Las Vegas may be cheaper than Los Angeles; Miami may be cheaper than Orlando. Such a change would probably not significantly alter your routing.
	A larger vehicle may be cheaper than a smaller one – strange but true!
	A slight change to your original plan could make a lot of difference on price.



Once you are sure, you can go to ‘MAKE A BOOKING’ and guarantee that you're quoted price is held. And there’s nothing to pay until sixty days before pick up day!
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        RENTALS ARE POSSIBLE FROM THIRTY-TWO NORTH AMERICAN LOCATIONS.
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  Benefit from our unique personalised itinerary planning service by first checking our online TOURBOOK for ideas!
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     Sleeps 3 in two beds 
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     Sleeps 4 in two beds 
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     Sleeps 5 in three beds 
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     Sleeps 7 in 4 beds 
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